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Introduction 

Following the telecommunication and Internet expansion of the late 1990s, 
the growth of IT services offshoring is linked to the availability of large amounts of 
reliable and affordable communication infrastructure. Especially with the 
digitization of many services, it is possible to shift the actual production location of 
services to low cost locations in a manner theoretically transparent to end-users. 
The economic logic of offshoring is to reduce costs, which is widely practiced and 
well understood (Henley, 2006). Therefore, employment or utilization of offshore 
has become more and more popular only only because it is considered to be a 
standard of software development strategy, but also because it is viewed as a key 
component on gaining advantage over other competitors. According to Lewin & 
Heilmen (2007), software companies, among other kind of companies, are early 
adopters of offshoring practices. Manning, Massini & Lewin (2008) reported that 
the employment of offshoring in the IT field increased from 5% in 1997 to 50% in 
2007. 

However, due to several reasons, offshore projects are confronting some 
issues, such as: unable to deliver the end result; fail to meet expectations; or even 
worse, doom to fail from the start. Like any innovations, issues are naturally along 
with development.  With proper management and planning, these issues would be 
resolved and offshoring would become a key asset in IT teams. In this paper, I will 
present some of the key issues in the offshore planning and management at my 
work, share my experiences in the offshore management, and finally some lessons 
learned from past successful and failed projects. 

 

My Experience of Managing QA Teams 

I have been in the QA field for more than 12 years and managing offshore 
for more than three years. My team ranges from mid size (12 members, five 
onshore and seven offshore) to small (five, one onshore and four offshore).  
Onshore team are domestic (currently working with development team in three 
locations – Seattle, San Francisco, and Boston), offshore members are located in 
Asia (China, India, Philippine, etc).  I have managed projects range from custom 
interface to internal tools, include standalong desktop app, web application, 
performance testing, ect. 
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Key Issues of Offshoring QA Teams 

Having an offshore component in IT teams adds more complexity to the team 
and the project management. Major issues with offshore team can be considered 
as communication difficulty, which leads to mis-understanding and different 
interpretations. A second issue is that different expectations were assumed 
between parties. Another challenge is assess the strength and weakness of each 
team component. These are major issues I confronted at my management of a QA 
team and I will discuss more specifically in the following section about these 
issues.  

1) Communication  

One of the key hurdles is to be unable to communicate clearly with the offshore 
team. This is mostly due to language barrier and culture differences (esp. in the 
Asian region) between the two locations. The difficulty appears several symptoms: 
1) different geo-location; 2) language barrier; and 3) culture differences.  We all 
understand the difficulties of communicating with team members in a different 
geo-location. Most engineers in offshore (I assume mostly in China and India) 
have basic understanding of English language, their reading/writing skills (5/10 ?) 
are much better than speaking skills (3/10 ?). So it’s always better to use email as 
the standard way to communicate.  Moreover, Asian people don’t speak more than 
Americans because the Asian culture respects listening unless are asked to speak, 
especially to the people who hold a higher status. My offshore team members are 
less willing to speak up (this is especially true in offshore team in China). To the 
degree where it will cause miss-understanding and miss-communication. I found 
that either hiring a onshore manager who speaks the target language or having an 
offshore lead who has working experiences in US will greatly reduce these risk.  

2)  Clear entry and exit queries  

Because of geo-separations and poorly established process (which most likely 
not due to its large overhead), it's very difficult to share common goals and 
expectations. After working with offshore for a while, I was aware of the amount of 
non-official communication I took for granted by having my team sitting next to me; 
assign projects based on the evaluation; and at the same time, consider potential 
risk of those assignment to not only the QA team, but also to the project overall. 
Establishing clear entry and exit queries is always true to onshore teams, but 
especially important when you manage offshore teams. Clear entry and exit 
queries for offshore tests can act as unit tests for a development team. It’s a 
self-evaluation toolkit before handing over the final result to onshore team for 
review. These queries must be measurable and agreed by both sides. Ideally the 
requirements will comes from test managers/leads in both onshore and offshore 
teams, this not only give offshore team a stake in project ownership, but also 
makes them feel more involved in overall testing strategies. 
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3)  Improve test process and its transparency 

One of the challenges of managing offshore teams is how to assess the 
strength and weakness of each team component and how to evaluate their project 
productions. Do the defect templates in the defect tracking system provide enough 
information for triage and investigation? Do I have a configuration management 
process in place? These questions might be passed by without notice when you 
only have a local/onshore team, but the issue would get magnified and potential 
impact when you deal with an offshore team. 

 

Lesson Learned from My Experiences 

I will discuss some management strategies from my experiences of working 
with offshore teams.  

1)  Hire a QA manager who has offshore management experience 

This person has to be a great QA manager with hand-on experiences. 
He/she can not only manage people and projects, but also can roll up sleeve and 
show other team members how to do certain things. Also previous experience is 
very important because only through real life experience you can understand the 
pain of initial adoption of offshore and the joy when the team matures 

2)  Constant communicate 

Use any necessary means to communicate between team managers and 
team members, as well between team members. Ask the offshore team to send 
out a meeting summary with clear action items and schedule. Have team member 
keep a journal (tweet is a great tool here) to update progress. Create an offshore 
team wiki page so that people can upload best practice and kb articles.  

3)  Choose appropriate projects (or components of projects) for offshore 

Projects that have clear goals and precise execution path are great fits for 
offshore. Any kind of API testing is a great example of offshore projects. With 
proper documentations, offshore teams would need very little supervision and can 
produce high quality automation tests. There are certain projects that are not a 
good fit to be offshored. For example, projects that either requires constant 
communication or don’t have a clear specification or designs.  

4)  Stike a balance between offshore and onshore 

Onshore or local teams provide risk-relief for the team organization. There 
are several risk involved when you offshore: a) communication is difficult, and b) 
potential loss of domain knowledge. Having a well balanced onshore-offshore 
team ratio is a great way to manage those risks. From my experiences, the ideal 
ratio has been around 1 onshore to 3-5 offshore.  
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Conclusion 

Managing a global team has a lot of challenges, however, at the same time, 
with proper processes in place and good planning ahead of time, it can offer great 
rewards as well. I am hoping this paper offers you some ideas with which you can 
optimize your offshore teams. Along with globalization, accessing pools of highly 
skilled talent around the world has emerged as a new key strategic driver.  As 
Lewin and Heijmen said, offshoring is “an intermediary step to new 
transformational global capabilities” (2008). 
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